
Get ready for 
BREEAM 
Would you like to make your building 

more sustainable? How nice would 

it be to score higher during your 

BREEAM assessment? hello energy is 

here to help you achieve those goals. 



What is BREEAM?

BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) is the world’s most  

established sustainability certification. It can be used for buildings that are going to be built, buildings in use 

or refurbished properties. BREEAM rates an asset’s environmental, social and economic sustainability  

performance, using standards developed by BRE. It reflects the value of buildings that have higher  

performance, and even during the entire lifecycle. This way, this green certificate can create a true impact on 

the real estate industry. BREEAM is widely used across 50 countries.

What is hello energy?
hello energy helps companies put their sustainable investments in the limelight. We tell a story about the 

energy and sustainability data of the building. We use visualisations that anyone can understand, and that 

allows your stakeholders to behave more sustainably. This way, your investments aren’t only sustainable, they 

are truly impactful. How hello energy helps real estate companies become winners:

→ Get ahead and stay ahead of the game

Earn credits for multiple certifications such as BREEAM, GRESB and WELL

→ Improve your investor value

Green investments just make sense. Don’t be late to the party.

→ Boost your building’s performance

Run your real estate smoothly and align people with your processes.

→ Engage your audience with actionable insights

It’s what is needed to get everyone on board.

→ Unlock the power of data

Better ESG reporting and 100% data coverage worldwide, and smart data drives better decisions.



You’re in great company
here’s what our customers say:

“Hundreds of people see the 

impact of our sustainability 

efforts every day!”

Bouwinvest

“hello energy screens offers a 

great way to properly inform 

residents about energy, 

sustainability and general 

building updates.”

Syntrus Achmea - real estate and 

finance

“The hello energy screens show 

just how important sustainability 

is to us.” 

City of Rotterdam

How hello energy can help you 
earn credits for BREEAM:

Using hello energy, your building scores higher in a  

BREEAM assessment. Because we tell the sustainable story 

of your building and provide insight into your energy usage 

(credit MAN9) and because we show dynamic travel  

information (credit TRA7). Since hello energy is also an 

energy monitoring system, scores on credit WAT2  and  

credit ENE2 are also possible.

For BREEAM in-use we can add points based on your 

energy performance (credit ENE68) and health and  

well-being (credit HEA26).

Want to learn how 
to earn credits for 
BREEAM? Contact us 
for a demo.

Contact us →

https://campaign.hello-energy.com/contact
https://calendly.com/helloenergy/discoverycall

